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INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) consist of a large number of low-cost and low-power sensor nodes. Some of the applications of sensor networks are environmental observation, monitoring disaster areas and so on. Distributed evolutionary computing is a powerful tool that can be applied to WSNs, because these networks require algorithms that are capable of learning independent of the operation of other nodes and also capable of using local information (Johnson, Teredesai & Saltarelli, 2005). Evolutionary algorithms must be designed for the resource constraints present in WSNs. This article describes how genetic algorithms can be used in WSNs design in order to satisfy energy conservation and connectivity constraints.

BACKGROUND

The recent advances in wireless communications and digital electronics led to the implementation of low power and low cost wireless sensors. A sensor node must have components for sensing, data processing and communication. These devices can be grouped to form a sensor network (Akyildiz, Sankarasubramaniam & Cayirci, 2002) (Callaway 2003). The network protocols, such as formation algorithms, routing and management, must have self-organizing capabilities. In general, sensor networks have some features that differ from traditional wireless networks in some aspects: the number of sensor nodes can be very high; sensor nodes are prone to failures; sensor nodes are densely deployed; the topology of the network can change frequently; sensor nodes are limited in computational capacities, memory and energy.

The major challenge in the design of WSNs is the fact that energy resources are significantly more limited than in wired networks and other types of wireless networks. The battery of the sensors in the network may be difficult to recharge or replace, causing severe limitations in the communication and processing time between all sensors in the network. Thus, the main parameter to optimize for is the network lifetime, or the time until a group of sensors runs out of energy. Another issue in WSN design is the connectivity of the network according to the selected communication protocol. Usually, the protocol follows the cluster-based architecture, where single hop communication occurs between sensors of a cluster and a selected cluster head sensor that collects all information obtained by the other sensors in its cluster. This architecture is shown in Figure 1. Since the purpose of the sensor network is the collection and management of measured data for some particular application, this collection must meet specific requirements depending on the type of data. These requirements are turned into application specific parameters of the network.

Figure 1. Cluster-based sensor network
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